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“A conscientious and collaborative designer, 
committed to creating beautiful spaces that will 
stand the test of time…”



Hello... I’m Bianca.
I am a recent graduate of the Diploma of Interior Design 
& Decoration through Billy Blue College of Design in 
Melbourne. 

For the past 2 1/2 years I have dedicated myself to 
learning and finessing my skills and understanding of 
Interior Design practise. I have a strong passion for 
residential interiors and wish to further my skills and 
experience within this field, working with a collaborative, 
progressive and engaging team.

I welcome you to take a look at some of the work I 
have accomplished over the years of study at Billy Blue 
and look forward to discussing what I have to offer with 
you futher... 

Thankyou

Bianca
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1.
flow hive

Flow Hive are inventors, manufacturers and suppliers of their own revolutionary 
designed beehives. They are an online buisness looking to expand into a “bricks & 
mortar site”

They required a fully resolved interior design and decoration scheme for the entire 
ground floor to incorporate an office, a hospitality venue and retail store.



flow hive...

The Bells Hotel, Woolloomooloo NSW
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flow hive...
SU Podium Render of Bar



flow hive...
SU Podium Render of Cafe



flow hive...

Material’s Board



This project required a fully resolved kitchen design scheme for couple Margie and 
Tim McKenna who were recent “empty nesters” looking to add some luxury to 
their home and improve their cooking facilities. 

Plans and elevations were presented as hand drafted, scaled technical drawings 
prior to being created as 3D models in SketchUp. 

2.
understated luxury



understated luxury...
Inspiration images & Hand Drafting for Kitchen 



understated luxury...
SU Podium Render of Kitchen



understated luxury...
SU Podium Render of Kitchen / Dining



This project required a complete interior decoration scheme for the living, dining 
and bedroom of a young couple Max Castella and Lisa McKenzie’s converted 
warehouse apartment in the bustling suburb of Fitzroy, Melbourne. 

Research and documentation of products were completed along with finalised 
material boards presented to the client

3.
urban sanctuary



urban sanctuary...
Concept Boards for Living, Dining & Bedroom



4.
flora & fauna

Flora and Fauna is a new cafe opening in Olinda VIC. I was approached to present 
a fully resolved interior design and decoration scheme

Mood & Concept boards, plans and elevations were drafted in  CAD and presented 
with  FF&E and rendered 3D images to the client



flora & fauna...

Images of original site - Yoga StudioMood Board and Inspiration



flora & fauna...
CAD Tecnical Drawings including:
1. Proposed Floor Plan  2. Reflected Ceiling Plan
3. & 4. Elevations 5. Joinery Plan  6. Section

1. 2.

3. 4. 5. 6.



flora & fauna...

SketchUp Models of 
Cafe and Bar



flora & fauna...
SU Podium Render of Bar



flora & fauna...
SU Podium Render of Cafe



5.
gasworks penthouse & rooftop garden

A  fully resolved interior design and decoration scheme was required for clients 
Marie and Graeme Crosby for their penthouse apartment and communal rooftop 
area of the Gas Works apartment complex on Flinders Street, Melbourne. 

Spatial planning through bubble and block diagrams, sketching and CAD drawings 
were presented along with rendered images of the resolved space.



gas works penthouse & rooftop garden...

Mood Board - Apartment



Space Planning - Bubble and Block diagrams

gas works penthouse & rooftop garden...



Concept Sketches

gas works penthouse & rooftop garden...



Rendered 
Floor Plans

gas works penthouse & rooftop garden...



SU Podium Render - Kitchen

gas works penthouse...



SU Podium Render - Living / Dining

gas works penthouse...



SU Podium Render - Kitchen

gas works penthouse...



gas works rooftop garden...
SU Podium Render - Glasshouse



gas works rooftop garden...
SU Podium Render - Rooftop Garden



gas works rooftop garden...


